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1.

1.1

Purpose of the Report

The purpose of this report is to provide Committee with an update on the performance of the
special uplift service following the implementation of service alterations in April 2014.

2. Background

2.1 Members will recall that changes were implemented in April, 2014, in order to maintain the
efficiency of the service, whilst at the same time addressing health and safety, recycling and
financial issues.

2.2

3.

3.1

The main adjustments to the service were:

2.2.1 The introduction of operational service requirements that would achieve compliance with
the recommendations of a Health and Safety Manual Handling Review, conducted by
Regeneration and Environmental Services Health and Safety Officer in May 2013;

2.2.2 The encouragement of increased use of the 7 Household Waste Recycling Centres
(HWRC), improving both overall recycling performance and reducing the gate fees then
paid to processors for treatment and disposal; and

2.2.3 The introduction of a revised charging policy, where uplift requests of a refurbishment or
home improvement nature, would attract an averaged revised charge based on the true
cost of handling such requests.

Considerations

Health and Safety Considerations

3.1 .1 There is strong evidence that there has been
safety performance as a result of the policy
reoorted in the section have reduced by more

a significant improvement in health and
shift. Overall health and safety incidents
than 40%, from 76 in 2013/14, to 44 in

2014/15.

3.1 .2 It is clear from more detailed analysis of these figures that the pick up location change, to
front of house, which is also being used widely in neighbouring authorities, greatly reduces
carry distance and hazards for the crews, thereby allowing more appropriate dynamic risk
assessments to be conducted by the individual crews. This coupled with a monitoring of
the weight restrictions, is assumed to be making the task safer and more efficient.
Householders who need assistance with materials from other locations will be given full
access to the service, including where necessary, collections from within their dwellings.



3.2 Operational Considerations

3.2.1 Householders been given an actual day of collection, and due to the improved efficiency,
this is now being met with almost 100% confidence. It is now a rare occurrence for uplifts
not to be completed on the allocated day, and this has meant very few complaints from
service users complaining that material is sitting in full view at the front of the house for
long periods. In addition, there were periods in the past where users had to wait up to
three weeks for their allocated day in peak periods. This is no longer the case, with waiting
times often down to next day, if the request is ready for uplift.

3.2.2 Supervisor visits to uplifts to assess whether charges apply, have fallen to very low levels.
Larger jobs can also be managed more efficiently, where they can be assessed for size
prior to the visit.

3.2.3 Problems however, have been encountered in communicating the correct message to
service users where charges apply, but this situation has improved through the use of
common instructions which are now in place across all areas of the Council. A list of free to
uplift items, and items for the recycling centres, or potentially subject to charge is provided
as Appendix 1 to this report.

3.2.4 It is proposed that bulk garden waste uplifts should be subject to no charge where the
material is suitable for the garden waste bin. Where it is produced in such a quantity that it
would be unreasonable to expect the householder to wait several cycles to dispose of all of
it, it is accepted that it should be removed as a normal uplift.

3.2.5 There have been cases encountered where the request has been identified by the contact
centre staff as falling within the chargeable status, only to find on examination of the job,
that the material is so small as to make a charge unnecessary; e.g. windows of small
frame, rubble of small quantity. It is therefore proposed to use improved methods of
communication, such as asking householders to photograph the proposed load, and send
this in for consideration, prior to deciding whether the job is chargeable. It is also
recommended that staff will pre−examine these cases where potential charges apply, and
treat each case on its merits, and with a degree of discretion.

3.2.6 There have also been cases encountered where the service user has refused to pay the
£100 charge, and instead of the Council taking on the burden of lifting and disposing of the
items, the householder has contacted the person doing the initial work for them,then
completing the task. In one notable case the price paid for the job had included the cost of
disposal. In many instances, the material has been brought by the householder to the
recycling centres, where it is then properly segregated and reduced costs incurred overall.
Of the total of around 90,000 jobs in the year to April 2015, less than 100 of them were
subject to an eventual charge of £100.

3.2.7 Bereavement uplift requests have been unaffected by these changes. In these cases,
initial visits always take place to offer the maximum assistance to address the service
users' needs.

3.3 Recycling Performance and User Satisfaction Impacts

3.3.1 Waste generation can be very seasonal in nature, and can also be heavily influenced by
economic factors. However, analysis shows that the overall tonnage the Council has
handled from all waste streams in 2014/15, is 1,800 tonnes less than in the year 2013/14.
Whilst it is impossible to quantify an actual tonnage, it can be assumed that an element of
this drop must be due to the impact of the policy driving waste from domestic into the
correct commercial waste stream in many cases.

3.3.2 It is assumed that an element of this waste is now being taken away by contractors as
commercial waste, and the Council is saving the gate fee in the region of £80/tonne and
also the associated labour and transport costs. This material is being segregated and
delivered directly to the processors, the diversion rates are higher and therefore our overall
recycling rates increases.



3.3.3 The HWRC tonnages have shown positive impacts in the implementation of the service
alterations. The general waste, wood and rubble streams in the recycling centres have
shown increased tonnages, reflecting the fact that the material is being brought there,
rather than being uplifted on front line activity. The more preferential wood and rubble
recyclates have greatly reduced gate fees, and whilst the general waste gate fee is slightly
more expensive, this cost is more than offset by the savings in fuel and manpower
elsewhere.

3.3.4 Work continues in conjunction with Protective Services and Land Management officers to
monitor impacts of the Policy in other areas, and currently shows there is no noticeable
increase in the tonnage derived from fly tipping, which can be attributed to the change in
uplift policy.

3.3.5 The section carries out routine consultation with service users and the results of the
Customer Survey for 2014/15 have been published. They indicate that the change in Policy
has not had a significant detrimental effect on users opinions, with 90% satisfaction with
the service, 91% satisfied with the improved response and waiting times, and
encouragingly, 38% of respondents saying the have given more thought to recycling as a
result of the changes.

3.4 Financial Impacts of Charging Policy

3.4.1 It is clear that a significant section of householders, when being advised of the potential
charge in accordance with the revised policy, are arranging with the contractor at source to
remove the material when the work is taking place, or by visiting a HWRC.

3.4.2 This change to practice means that the Council will continue to save gate fees costs
overall, as the material is likely to incur a charge much less than the £80/tonne for uplifts
generated from household uplifts.

3.4.3 Income from charges for uplifts has increased from £3,000 in 2013/14 to £9,000 in
2014/15.

3.4.4 Whilst this increase in income is welcome, the actual value of the tonnage being fully
diverted will be of more significance over time. Due to the fact that variations in tonnage
are influenced by economic, seasonal and other factors, as well as the special uplift policy
shift, it is not possible to confirm the actual value of the change on costs, but it can be
assumed that the effects will be savings to the Council, rather than increased costs.

4. Recommendations

4.1 The Committee are asked to note the content of this report, and:

4.1.1 To agree that the changes in special uplift policy continue to have a positive impact in terms
of health and safety standards, response times and completion rates, and reaffirms its
support of the new system;

4.1.2 Notes that both recycling performance and financial impacts also continue to be positive;

4.1 .3 Notes the results of the consultation survey which indicates that user satisfaction with the
services remains high, and

4.1.4 Approves the amendments to current practice as outlined in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 above,
in that they will improve communication, and assist householders in determining the best
option for their request, whilst maintaining the benefits of the charging policy.

KENNETH WILSON
HEAD OF ENVIRONMENT AND ESTATES
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information on this report, please contact: Henry Morgan, Business
Manager (Waste Management Operations) on 01698 506235



Appendix I

Special Uplift Items

No Possible
Item Code Attribute Charge Charge
BB2 Barbecue X
BD1 Bed Base x
BD2 Mattress − Keep dry x
BD3 Headboard x
BD4 Drawers x
BD5 Double Bed − keep dry x
BD6 Single Bed − Keep Dry x
BD7 Sofa Bed − Keep covered & dry x
BD8 Bunk Bed − frame/mattress x
BD9 Bedside Cabinet x
BFO Bathroom Unit X
BF1 Bath−Break up cast iron bath x
BF2 Wash Hand Basin x
BF3 Cistern X
BF4 Shower Screen x
BF5 Bath Panel x
BF6 Pipes − bundle & tie x
BF7 Tiles x
BF8 Toilet x
BF9 Bathroom Suite x
BG1 Baby Gate x
BIK Bike(s) x
BM1 Wood − Remove nails & bundle x
BM2 Skirting−remove nails, bundle x
BM3 Gyproc x
BM4 Hardboard x
BM5 Bricks−Bag or Box x
BM6 Slabs − Break up and bag x
BM8 Slates x
BOX Box(es) x
BUG Buggy x
CD1 Computer Desk x
CH1 Car Seat x
CH3 Toys x
CH4 Trampoline − dismantle x
CHU Chute − Dismantle x
COMP Compost Bin x
CP1 Carpets (Room) − roll and tie x
CP2 Vinyl − roll, tape or tie x
CP3 Underlay−roll/tape/tie x
CP4 Cardboard − Bundle&Tie x
CP5 Tube x
DT1 Dining Table and Chairs x
ELO Tumble Dryer−Remove elec flex x
ELi Wash/Machine−remove conc bloc x
EL3 Microwave − remove elec flex x
EL4 Dishwasher−remove elec flex x



EL5 Vacuum Cleaner − remove flex x
EL6 Electric Cooker−Remove flex x
EL7 Television − remove elec flex x
EL8 Video − remove electrical flex x
EL9 Light Fittings x
ELA Lamp − removeflex x
ELB Electric Fire − remove flex x
ELC Fire Surround x
ELD Storage Heaters−Remove Bricks x
ELE TV Stand/Unit x
ELH Radiators x
ELR Electric Radiator− remove flex x
FN1 3 Piece Suite−Keep Dry x
FN2 Chairs x
FN3 Table x
FN4 Units x
FN5 Wardrobe−Tape any glass x
FN6 dressing Table−tape any glass x
FN7 Chest of Drawers x
FN8 2 Seater Settee x
FN9 3 Seater Settee x
FRi Fridge−sec doors, remove flex x
FR2 Fridge/Fr−sec doors, rem flex x
FR3 Freezer−sec doors, remove flex x
GAl Gas Cooker x
GA2 Gas Fire x
GA3 Gas Oven x
GA4 Gas Hob x
GD1 Trees/Branches−Bundle and tie x
GD2 Fencing/Posts−denail and bind x
GD3 Electric Lawn mower−remove flex x
GD4 Fencing Slats − bundle & tie x
GD5 fencing sections/posts− denail x
GD6 Electric Garden Strimmer x
GD7 petrol mower−emptied of petrol x
GD8 Non Electric Garden Tools x
GT1 Garden Table and Chairs x
HH1 Ironing Board x
HH2 Blinds x
HH3 Curtain Poles x
HH4 Mirror −Secure glass with tape x
HH5 Satellite Dish x
HH6 Radio/HiFi − remove elec flex x
HH7 Speakers x
KF1 Kitchen Units x
KF2 Sink x
KF3 Worktops x
KF4 Cupboards x
KF5 Doors−secure glass with tape x
KF6 Sink Unit x
KF7 Electric Oven − remove flex x



KF8 Electric Hob − remove flex x
LF1 Laminate Flooring− Bundle&Tape x
MD1 Mirrored doors − tape glass x
PC Personal Computer− remove flex x
PED Pedestal x
PlC Picture Frame x
PRA Pram x
PRN Printer− remove flex x
RUG Rug − roll & tie x
SCO Scooter x
SHD Garden Shed− cut into sections x
STE Stereo−remove electrical flex x
SU1 Suitcase x
TS1 Toilet Seat x
W131 Washing Basket x
XTA Artificial Xmas Tree x
XTR Real Xmas tree − Remove decs x


